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Chairman’s Report
HERITAGE EXHIBITION AND
FARMERS SITE PETITION
Two events have dominated the
Society’s activities over the past six
months.
First there was the Heritage Exhibition
held in the Kaleidoscope Gallery at
Sevenoaks Library from 19th June to
6th July. A full report appears
elsewhere in this Magazine, but I
should like to take this opportunity to
thank Geraldine Ticker and her team –
Elizabeth Purves, Keith Wade,
Victoria Granville Baxter and
Veronica Coath – most sincerely for all
their work in preparing the Exhibition
which was an outstanding success; so
much so that it has already been
suggested that it be repeated in the
not-too-distant future. Thanks are also
due to those members of the Society
who volunteered to act as stewards
which meant that at all times there
was someone present able to welcome
visitors and answer their questions.
Secondly, our petition to Sevenoaks
District Council to take steps by way
of a Compulsory Purchase Order to
procure the development of The
Farmers site in London Road opposite
the station in partnership with a
suitable developer. The site has
remained empty for fourteen years
and is now an eyesore at what is one
of the principal gateways to the town
of Sevenoaks. The petition is now both
an online e-petition and a paper one,
so I hope that all Members either
already have signed, or will, sign to
support it. A full explanation of the
reasons for this step and how to sign
up appears later in this magazine. I

DAVID GREEN
am delighted to report that we have
reached the target of 1000 signatures
needed to ensure that the Council has
to debate the matter in open session;
we shall rest on our laurels, but will
continue to seek support in order to
demonstrate to the Council the depth
of feeling there is on this issue. Please
support our efforts and encourage
your friends and neighbours who
have not yet signed to do so either
online or on the paper version.
HON. SECRETARY AND HON.
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Sadly, at the recent AGM we recorded
the resignations of Tim Pearce and
Mike Hibling as, respectively, our
Hon. Secretary and Hon. Membership
Secretary. Tim has served on the
Committee for many years becoming
Vice-Chairman and then Hon.
Secretary and has contributed much to
the Society’s activities during that
time. Mike Hibling became our Hon.
Membership Secretary two years ago
and has, with help from Nick Umney,
brought our records fully up to date,
but unfortunately health problems
have compelled him to resign. On
behalf of all members I thank them
both for their service and wish them
well for the future. Happily they have
both been elected to the Committee, so
their knowledge and expertise will
continue to be available to us.
However, we have so far been unable
to find volunteers willing to replace
either of them. So I appeal to you all
for help in finding replacements; if
you, or anyone you know, would be
willing to offer to take over please
contact me as soon as possible and I
will be happy to explain what each
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Chairman’s Report Cont’d
“office” involves. In the meantime we
shall share out their responsibilities
among the remaining members of the
Committee
SOUTH EAST WATER –
WATER MAIN
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NEW

During the last few months I have
attended several meetings arranged
by South East Water to explain the
need to lay a new main from its
Solefields Service Reservoir near
Sevenoaks School to connect to the
Town’s wider water network in the
Dartford Road to reinforce its ability
to provide an adequate water supply
to the area. Seven possible routes
were considered, and the chosen one
is through Knole Park valley bottom
and local roads. Work is scheduled to
start in April 2020 and be completed
early in 2021. At the same time work
is already under way to enlarge/
maintain the Solefields Service
Reservoir. WALKS Thanks to the
efforts of Nick White, another volume
(no. 7) of the Society’s Countryside
Walks has been published. Sales of the
seven volumes continue satisfactorily
and contribute usefully to the
Society’s revenue. I record special
thanks to Nick for his efforts in this
regard. Sadly, because of the lack of
support from members the
Committee has taken the difficult
decision to discontinue the monthly
Sunday walks with effect from the
end of the year. This is sad, because
the walks have been a not
insignificant part of the Society’s
activities for many years, but with so
few members partaking, it was
deemed to be no longer something

worth continuing. We are very
grateful to Nick White and Nick
Umney for arranging these walks over
many years, and also to those other
members who lead them from time to
time.
LOCAL PLAN
Much time and effort has been
expended by, particularly, John
Stambollouian and Charles George in
reviewing the draft Local Plan and
preparing the Society’s comments on
it. They had also made arrangements
to represent the Society at several
hearing days in November to put
forward those comments in person.
However, in view of the Inspector’s
decision to deem the draft plan to be
legally non-compliant, it remains to be
seen what now happens. The draft
Neighbourhood Plan is unlikely to
proceed whilst the future of the Local
Plan is uncertain. MISCELLANEOUS
We have indicated our support, in
principle, to the campaign to
introduce 20mph speed limits within
the Town area, subject to their being
in appropriate places. We have
informed the Sevenoaks Town
Council of our support for their
efforts to save the Wednesday Market
by moving it to a better location
(perhaps the Market Square), and
await the outcome of those efforts
with interest. We continue to need
more members of the Society’s
Executive Committee and I appeal to
you all consider offering your time for
that purpose. The Committee meets
six times a year, usually on
Wednesday evening for about two
hours. If any of you would be willing

to consider joining us, please feel
free to speak to me so that I can
answer any queries you may have
before making that decision.
DAVID GREEN

Sevenoaks Society Publications
Look no further for presents for your friends and family! The excellent books
“Sevenoaks: a Remarkable Town’, and ‘Sevenoaks Forgotten Past: Lodges and
Coach Houses’ are available at the Sevenoaks Bookshop, or at Sevenoaks Society meetings (programme on back page).
The seventh, and probably final, ‘Country Walks around Sevenoaks’ volume is
now available, along with volume 1-6, also from the Sevenoaks bookshop and
at meetings. These volumes are available as a set or individually.
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Farmers Petition
As the Chairman mentions in his report,
The Society has launched a petition
pressing the District Council to
compulsorily purchase the site of the
former Farmers public house opposite
the station and bring it into productive
use. We know that many members have
already signed the petition either online
or the paper version and we would
encourage any of you who haven’t to do
so and to draw it to the attention of
friends and neighbours. You can
support the petition either by going to
the e-petition page of the Council’s
website or alternatively, paper copies of
the petition are available at various
places in the town for those who would
prefer to sign in this way, contact 01732
451875.

Permission was first given in 2005 on
appeal for the demolition of the
Farmers, a then popular local pub, and
the construction of 23 flats and
maisonettes. In 2015 a second
permission was given, again on appeal,
for a revised scheme, the construction of
39 flats together with retail units on the
ground floor. During all that time the
site has lain as it remains today, unused
and unkempt, an eyesore surrounded by
scruffy hoardings contributing no rates
or Council Tax.
The Local Plan, which the Council have
submitted to the Government, advocates
building on vacant sites before taking
the Green Belt or intensifying building
densities in our towns and villages.
What reassurance can the people of
Sevenoaks have that this will happen
when they have seen the Farmers site
vacant for the past 14 years?
6

The Sevenoaks Society objected to the

JOHN STAMBOLLOUIAN
development proposals for the Farmers
because of the loss of a popular local
pub, the poor quality of the design of
the schemes, and the absence of
affordable housing. If the District
Council were now to compulsorily
purchase the site and to do so in
collaboration with a willing developer,
they would be able to bring forward a
scheme of a different, much improved
design.
Such a scheme could also include a
significant element of affordable
housing. The Society understands that a
number of housing associations would
be interested in exploring the idea of
becoming involved with the Council
and possibly other development
partners in delivering a housing scheme
on this site.
It has been suggested that because the
current owners bought the site at the top
of an inflated market the Council would
have to pay an unreasonable price and
that they could not recoup the money.
That is not the case. The price to be paid
on compulsory purchase would be the
open market value of the site. If SDC
and the owner could not agree that it
would be determined by the Lands
Tribunal which has considerable
experience of such matters. Having
acquired the site at its open market
value we can see no reason why they
should incur any loss on a site which for
so many years has contributed no rates
or Council Tax.
The Council should now make a
concerted effort to put together a team
who would be interested in developing
the site and use its powers of
compulsory purchase to support them.

Sign our petition calling upon Sevenoaks
District Council to take action and develop this
eyesore for the good of our community.
Following the planning permission granted to developers on
appeal in 2005 to knock it down and build flats - against the wishes
of locals and the Council - the much-loved Farmers’ pub opposite
the station closed its doors for the last time and was demolished.
Despite a second permission being granted in 2015 for flats and
shops, the site remains empty, 14 years on from the first
permission.
The Sevenoaks Society calls upon the Council to compulsorily
purchase this key site for residential development, including
much-needed affordable housing, before releasing more precious
Green Belt land.

To support our campaign please sign our petition on
the E-petition page of the Council’s web-site – and
urge others to do so, for us to reach the 1000
signatures needed to ensure debate by the Council.
Paper copies of the petition are available at locations
throughout the town for those who would prefer to sign in
this way, contact 01732 451875.

The Sevenoaks Society for the Conservation and
Improvement of the Town.
PO Box 629 Sevenoaks TN13 9UL
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Townscape and Planning Group
The big disappointment for The
Society over the last period has been
the granting of planning permission
on appeal for a 3 year temporary car
park on the former Edwards Electrical
site. It was even more disappointing
for the District Council who had costs
awarded against them.

We
supported
the
Council’s opposition to the
proposed development on
grounds of traffic impact;
air pollution; lack of need;
and the deferral of a long
term solution for the site.
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It was unclear from the
ou tse t
wheth er
the
application was for a long
term commuter car park
for the station, as
mentioned in the appeal,
or a short term car park to
serve the town centre, as
many of the supporting
traders appeared to
believe. This is relevant to
the traffic impact which if for station
commuters would come at a different
time and be of different intensity to
short term parkers. Whatever type of
car park is envisaged will involve
right turning movements into and out
of the site across a complex and
highly congested junction where there
are multiple traffic movements. It
remains to be seen how this will be
managed and what additional
problems of traffic congestion it will
create. KCC Highways provided
nothing of substance to support the
District Council’s objection on traffic
grounds.

JOHN STAMBOLLOUIAN

The area on which the site sits is part
of an air quality management zone. It
always seemed likely to The Society
that turning movements into and out
of the site would serve to exacerbate
air pollution problems in a zone
which the Council is statutorily
obliged to do what it can
to lessen those problems.
With the new Town Centre
Car Park having recently
opened there is no
evidence that there is a
need for additional car
parking at this time,
particularly long stay
parking.
Finally, this is a significant
town centre site which has
been
vacant for
a
prolonged period of time.
Although a car park would
bring it back into shortterm use, permission for a
three year temporary use
will cause even more delay
in bringing the site forward for
suitable long term sustainable
development. These arguments are
particularly relevant at this time as
developers at the Local Plan
Examination in Public argue for the
allocation of more land for housing in
and around our urban areas even
where that means releasing land
currently in the Green Belt. The
Society urges the Council to make
good use of the three year period of
the temporary permission to work
with the owner to progress long term
proposals for the site.

The ‘Sevenoaks Heritage Exhibition’: 19th June - 6th July 2019
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INTRODUCTION:
The Society’s highly successful
‘Sevenoaks Heritage Exhibition’ took
place in the Kaleidoscope Gallery
from 19th June to 6th July this year.
Forming part of the Sevenoaks
Summer Festival, it consisted of a
stunning visual display of the 900 year
history
of
Sevenoaks
with
photographs, paintings and original
artwork.
The Heritage Exhibition can be seen as
a natural extension of the Society’s
work in compiling a Sevenoaks Local
List, the latter developed in
collaboration
with
the
District
Council. We recognise the need to
protect and enhance the features and
the
characteristics
that
make
Sevenoaks distinctive.
AIM:
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The aim of the Heritage Exhibition
was to tell the story of our remarkable
town of Sevenoaks through the
medium of its heritage buildings,
artefacts and iconic landmarks such as
the Vine cricket ground. In our
exhibition panels, we opted for a
thematic approach. These covered
Knole, the historic town centre and the
former landed estates plus the old
Sevenoaks farms, former coaching
inns and public houses, industry,
schools, churches, social housing,
recreation & leisure and historic street
furniture. Also covered was the
town’s expansion from small market
town to the modern age following the
arrival of the railway in the 1860s. The
aim was also to make this a
community exhibition which would

appeal to every generation. Since
the exhibition would be very much a
visual show, we felt we should
additionally
produce
an
accompanying book which would
expand on the information contained
in the exhibition panels.
STEERING GROUP /TEAM:

Our Steering Group was small.
Elizabeth Purves, Geraldine Tucker
and Keith Wade researched and
compiled the exhibition panels and
book chapters. Victoria Granville
Baxter
expertly
designed
the
exhibition and book as well as all
posters, notices and flyers that were
such an important part of the publicity
for the exhibition. Veronica and
Martin Coath provided a wide range
of amazing photographs. All these
people gave up their time and
expertise voluntarily over an 18
month period.

Chairman of the Sevenoaks
District Council also attended together
with
many
Sevenoaks
Town
Councillors. To stress the community
nature of the exhibition, we also
invited a number of school children.

Others who helped significantly
include
Roger FitzGerald
who
produced several stunning paintings
for the exhibition including the iconic
image of the Vine cricket ground
which forms the cover of the
accompanying
book.
John
Stambollouian contributed work on
‘Safeguarding our Heritage’. Others,
such as Roger Lee, Ed Thompson and
Graham Usher kindly provided
further photographs. The National
Trust
contributed
an
account,
including photographs, about their
Knole restoration project.
We were extremely grateful to the
Sevenoaks Town Council for their
generous grant towards the exhibition
and publishing costs and to others
such as Knocker & Foskett for their
welcome sponsorship. Thanks are also
due to the Sevenoaks Visual Arts
Forum who kindly gave their
permission for us to put on the
Heritage
Exhibition
in
the
Kaleidoscope Gallery. This central
Sevenoaks location was both helpful
in attracting visitors and enabling
local school groups to attend.
OPENING:
The exhibition was formally opened
on 19th June by the Sevenoaks Town
Mayor, Councillor Nicholas Busvine
OBE. The Chairman and Vice

We were delighted to welcome a
group from St Thomas’ Catholic
Primary School - the current Mayoress
is a teacher at the school – and another
group from Sevenoaks Preparatory
School – the latter because their school
is celebrating their centenary this year.
OTHER EVENTS & GUIDED
EXHIBITION TOURS:
During the exhibition, we held some
special events. The accompanying
book “Sevenoaks: A Remarkable
Town”, was launched. This is coauthored
by
Elizabeth
Purves,
Geraldine Tucker and Keith Wade.
Archaeologist Nathalie Cohen gave a
talk on the National Trust’s Knole
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restoration project. The well-known
local historian Bob Ogley gave a
presentation on ‘Old Sevenoaks’. All
these events were extremely well
attended.
Geraldine Tucker gave a total of 14
guided tours to a number of groups
during the 16 days the exhibition
lasted. These included one for Sir
Michael Fallon MP and guided tours
for school groups on a number of
days. The children especially enjoyed
recognising
the
various
town
buildings shown on the panels and
were keen to learn the history of the
older buildings. The former Lady
Boswell’s School – now ‘Bills’
restaurant – was an instant favourite
as it seems that many of them have
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enjoyed a birthday party or meal
there. The school groups were also
hugely delighted to find that ‘Toni &
Guys’ hairdressing building – the old
Market House – had been turned into
public conveniences for Sevenoaks for
much of the 20th century. They also all
recognised St Nicholas Church but
were unaware that the two daughters
of the author Charles Dickens were
both buried in the churchyard there.

Geraldine also much enjoyed the
guided tour she gave to Rockdale
residents.
A
number
of
the
individuals who attended had their
own interesting stories to relate about
their memories of buildings in the
town.

SOCIETY MEMBERS
CONTRIBUTIONS:
A key part of the exhibition’s success
was due to Society members
themselves. Some members such as
George and Joanna Comer kindly
loaned exhibition artefacts. Their
lovely 17th century King Charles 1
Bible and prayer book, which had
belonged to the Austen family, was
put on display with another 19th
century prayer book which had once
belonged to the Rev Henry Percy
Thompson, Rector of St Mary’s
Church Kippington. Thompson’s
father, William, was responsible for
building St Mary’s Church.

Some Society members played equally
vital roles with behind the scenes
activity helping with the installation
of the exhibition on 18th June and its
dismantling on 8th July. Society
members also helped the success of
the exhibition by bringing friends and

Other Society members helped as
volunteer stewards. The volunteer
stewards were an essential part of the
exhibition
and
were
amazing
throughout, crucially enabling the
exhibition to be manned from 10am to
4pm each day.

families to support events and visiting
the exhibition itself. The children’s
activity centre, located below a collage
of school artwork designed for the
exhibition, was a particular draw with
all our family visitors. At the end, we
had a children’s mural which
stretched around all four sides of the
Kaleidoscope Gallery.
The Society’s normal methods of
publicising events and talks was
supplemented by use of social media
to inform Twitter and Instagram users
of the exhibition’s events and its
progress.
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EXHIBITION:
Limited space only permits a few
thoughts/highlights
about
the
exhibition’s contents. This was an
interactive exhibition and we were
genuinely interested to hear what
people had to say about the various
panels.
What seemed to fascinate people
initially was the Sevenoaks timeline
and the age of the town. The first
mention of Sevenoaks as a parish is in
a book entitled “Textus Roffensis”,
housed in Rochester Cathedral.
Compiled around 1120/22, this text
records the names of churches in the
diocese which were required to make
payments. St Nicholas Church
Seouenaca (Sevenoaks) is recorded as
owing nine denarii for chrism oil
every Maundy Thursday. Thus,
Sevenoaks had a flourishing parish
church called St Nicholas 900 years
ago.
Many people were also interested in
the origin of the fine old town centre
buildings and their links with famous
people. The Red House with its link to
the novelist Jane Austen - she visited
her great uncle here in 1788 – aroused
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much interest. It is also associated
with the influential pharmacist Dr
Thomas Fuller who lived here in the
17th century. Dr Fuller is most famous
for his book on prescriptions which
regularly
involved
using
live
millipedes and woodlice, the flesh of
burnt mice, beetles, and earthworms.

Another building which caught many
people’s attention was The Reeve’s
House, now a restaurant. This striking
Grade II Listed building on the
junction of the High Street and
Rockdale Road, dates back over 500
years and was probably the home and
office of the Archbishop’s Reeve or
agent. Inside, it has a fine early 16 th
century chimneypiece on which the
coats of arms of two Archbishops of
the period are engraved.

Some buildings were adapted over
time to suit other purposes. Many
exhibition visitors were amazed to
discover an old Methodist Chapel
existing in Bank Street. Built in 1853, it
was abandoned in 1903 when the new
Methodist Church was built in The
Drive. The old chapel was then turned
into commercial premises which still
exist today.

Other buildings outside the town
The childrens’ mural, below

rail links. Expansion of housing is
notable around the two railway
stations at Bat & Ball and Tubs Hill.

centre also attracted attention. The
Grade II Listed Baillie Scott designed
Arts & Crafts dentistry in Dartford
Road is today known as ‘Eustace &
Partners’. Many people recognised the
dentistry but few knew that it was
built in 1927 for Dr Sir Wilfred Fish
who was Sir Winston Churchill’s
dentist. Churchill suffered from
serious dental problems throughout
his life and Sir Wilfred Fish was
instrumental in designing and fitting
the gold-plated dentures that were so
important for Churchill’s public
speaking.
A great many people were also
interested in the old maps located at
various points around the exhibition.
These
showed
Sevenoaks
development from the 1860s –
immediately following the arrival of
the railway - up to the onset of World
War II. The 1861 census records
almost 4,700 inhabitants. Sevenoaks is
still a rural market town with few
main roads and surrounded by large
landed estates. 30 years later,
Sevenoaks’ population has doubled.
The 1891 census shows almost 9,500
inhabitants. Keen to leave an
increasingly polluted and diseaseridden
London,
wealthy
and
influential commuters and their
families have been attracted to
Sevenoaks because of its clean air and
fresh water supply as well as its fast

As the exhibition visitors discovered,
these
remarkable
Victorian
newcomers quickly made a lasting
impact on the town. One example is
the Jackson family who arrived in the
late 1860s. Emily Jackson House is a
Grade II Listed building and a striking
example of Victorian private charity.
Originally known as “The Children’s

Hip Hospital”, Emily Jackson was the
founder. Dedicating her life to helping
children afflicted with tubercular hips,
a common scourge in the19th century,
Emily sought voluntary subscriptions
for a new purpose-built hospital. She
managed to raise over £10,000 – an
enormous sum for that time. Her
distinguished brother, the nationally
renowned architect Sir Thomas
Graham Jackson, designed the new
hospital in William and Mary style to
an unusual butterfly plan.
Sir T G Jackson had himself already
made his own mark on Sevenoaks 20
years earlier. Together with his father
Hugh, a retired solicitor, he had
bought a field in the centre of
Sevenoaks and by 1879 had built
twenty-four quality working-class
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dwellings with splendid views
and communal gardens. His aim was
to build excellent affordable housing
for the poor, close to their place of
work in the town centre. This groundbreaking development was named
Lime Tree Walk, a name it retains
today.

VISITORS’ BOOK, GALLERY
FOOTFALL & WAY AHEAD:
Throughout
its
duration,
the
exhibition
was
extremely
well
attended by the general public. There
was a constant flow of visitors in the
Gallery throughout each day. A rough
estimate of attendees shows that in
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excess of 1,500 people attended
the 16-day event. The Exhibition
Visitors’ Book has some 300 entries in
it. The overwhelming majority of
visitor comments was extremely
appreciative One such comment is:
“You should all congratulate yourselves
on a fantastic project that has brought
Sevenoaks history to life and intrigued the
many visitors. We are sure there are a lot
of locals and visitors who have increased
their appreciation of Sevenoaks from their
newly informed stance.”
In conclusion, this has been a
community exhibition which has
appealed to every generation. A
number of people have expressed the
wish that the exhibition be repeated
and we hope to do this at some point.
Meanwhile, the accompanying book
“Sevenoaks: A Remarkable Town” is
still available to buy (details on
publication page). It is recommended
as an excellent gift for anyone at all
interested in our remarkable town of
Sevenoaks.
GERALDINE TUCKER

Walks Calendar November 2019 – January 2020
It has been a pleasure to select and lead the walks on the last Sunday of each
month and we have very much enjoyed walking with those of you who have
joined us. However, in view of the declining interest in the Sunday walks from
members of the Society and the increasing number of other walking groups in
the area it has been agreed that the programme will come to an end with the last
walk on Sunday 26th January 2010. There will be a walk in November as
advertised previously and detailed on the website but this notice may not go to
press until after the November walk has taken place; there is no walk in
December.
We would like to express particular thanks to those who have helped us by
leading walks. Although the Sunday programme will not continue, interest in
the walks themselves remains strong as well it might since the seven books of
published walking guides contain some truly excellent walks which we
commend most strongly to you.
Sunday 24th November 2019 (Walk 65)
Meet at Smiths Lane, Crockham Hill
(TN8 6RG, OS map reference TQ
442506) in time for a 14:00 start. The
walk, which is 6 miles in length with
some gentle hills, heads south west
via Old Dairy Farm to Troy Town,
then north west to Bachelors Farm
and Gullivers before returning, north,
then east, via Moat Farm and Trevereux to Crockham Hill. Depending
on conditions on the day we may
need to shorten this walk slightly to
ensure that we finish with enough
light to see where we are going.

There is no walk in December
Sunday 26th January 2020 (Walk 60)

The walk will start from The Kentish
Rifleman at Dunk’s Green (TN11 9RU,
OS map reference TQ612526) at 14:00.
The walk, which is five miles in
length, with some gentle hills, heads
initially north then east to Peckham
Hurst before turning briefly south and
then west to follow the Greensand
Way back to Dunk’s Green.

The programme of walks is posted on the Sevenoaks Society’s website and
reminders are sent out a week ahead to those on the walks email list. Copies of
the walks booklets can be obtained from a variety of outlets, including the
Sevenoaks Bookshop, and are available at Sevenoaks Society meetings.
NICK AND LYDIA UMNEY
nick@umney.co.uk 07966 037659
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Frank Marshall Award
The Frank Marshall Award 2019 was
made jointly to the Bat and Ball
Station restoration project and to the
new Sevenoaks School science and
technology centre. Nicholas Busvine,
the Sevenoaks Town Mayor received
the Award on behalf of the Bat and
Ball Team and Gail Jones, the Bursar
of Sevenoaks School, on behalf of the
team behind the new Science and
Technology Centre. The presentation
was made by the Society’s President,
Sir Michael Harrison, at the AGM in
October.
In addition to the joint award, a
special commendation was given to
the thoughtful design of a new house
in Vine Court Road, on a tightly
constrained site in a well-established
conservation area.
The Award, which is made biennially,
was set up in 2013 in memory of the
late Frank Marshall who made an
immense contribution to the Society
and to promoting the conservation
and improvement of the town. Its aim
is to recognise and celebrate
excellence in design and construction
quality and buildings and projects
which make a positive contribution to
the town.
The judges for this year’s Award
were: Roger FitzGerald, an awards
assessor for Civic Voice and for the
RIBA, as well as being chair of a
national architectural practice; John
Edge, a former Chair of the Frank
Marshall judges and a retired
chartered surveyor; and Amanda
Gregor, an urban designer working
18

JOHN STAMBOLLOUIAN
for Sevenoaks District Council.
There were five nominations for this
year’s Award, from members of the
Society, members of the public and
self-nominations.
In deciding the winning nominations
the judges deliberated over two very
different projects which achieved
many of the criteria of the Award in
very different ways.
The Bat and Ball station refurbishment
has conserved a listed heritage
building at risk and used it as an
opportunity to create a contemporary
environment with modern facilities
for use by the community and rail
travellers and a focus for wider
regeneration of the area.
The Sevenoaks School Science and
Technology Centre is a building of
excellence recognised by numerous
regional and national architectural
awards. Although it is only glimpsed
from the public realm, it provides a
facility which is likely to offer
inspiration to a new generation of
science and technology students both
at the school and those attending its
outreach programmes.
It was in the light of these
considerations that the judges decided
to make a joint award to both projects.
In receiving the Awards, Nicholas
Busvine and Gail Jones both
acknowledged the immense amount
of work which had gone into these
projects from the whole construction
team including clients, designers and
contractors.

Frank Marshall Award

The Sevenoaks School Science and Technology Centre
TIM RONALDS ARCHITECTS

Bat and Ball restoration

JOHN STAMBOLLOUIAN

Tim Ronalds, Architect, and Gail Jones,
Bursar of Sevenoaks School,
with Sir Michael Harrison

Linda Larter MBE and Nick Busvine OBE
and members of the Town Council
with Sir Michael Harrison

THEIS + KHAN ARCHITECTS.

Inge and Peter Fleming
with the award
for their house in
Vine Court Road
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The Brouhaha over the Sevenoaks Local Plan
The Society has worked closely with
the District Council during the
preparation of the Local Plan, and
many of the Society’s detailed
comments on the consultation draft
resulted in significant improvements
to the text of the submitted plan. The
District
Council
is
faced
by
considerable problems in future
planning.
93% of the district is
designated Green Belt, the highest
percentage by geographic area in
England;
and,
notwithstanding
proposed residential development of
certain Green Belt sites in the Local
Plan, only 83% of what is the target
set by central government for meeting
housing need in the district over the
plan period to 2035 is be met in the
Local Plan.
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On 24 September the Examination in
Public (EiP) before an appointed
Planning Inspector began. There were
to be four weeks of hearings with a
mid-way
break.
The
Society’s
representatives were due to appear
during the second half of the EiP. The
Society’s remaining concerns with the
submitted plan are confined to
infrastructure deficiencies (highway
and rail capacity, shortage of places at
GPs’ surgeries, and lack of availability
of places in primary and secondary
schools). There is no clarity in the
Local Plan about the infrastructure
needed to support the proposed
provision of 600 new residential units
at the Quarry Site in the Greatness
area (a figure the owner/developer,
Tarmac, hopes to increase). More
generally, the Society’s concerns
about the inadequacy of existing
infrastructure received unexpected

support from a paper published by
the District Council at the Inspector’s
request which set out an account of
the existing infrastructure deficiencies
in the Sevenoaks Urban Area
(“Infrastructure Deficiencies Note
(October 2019)”, ED36 in the EiP
Library).

The first two weeks of the EiP
consisted of a detailed examination of
the methodology used by the District
Council in preparing the plan, during
which representatives of would-be
local developers put forward a wideranging critique.
However, during the mid-way break,
the Inspector issued two letters (on 14
October and 28 October) cancelling
the further planned hearings She
considers that there has been an
irremediable breach of the legal duty
to co-operate with adjoining local
authorities in the preparation of the
Local Plan. Her view is that the
District Council should withdraw its
plan, with a view to renewed
discussions with adjoining local
authorities and submission of a
revised Local Plan. This would
require further public consultation
before a new EiP could commence.
Members may have read of the
District Council’s reaction (“We will
NOT be bullied”, headline in the
Sevenoaks Chronicle, November 7).
The position may have clarified by the
time the Magazine appears. But one
thing is certain. The date by which
Sevenoaks has an adopted Local Plan
will be delayed, and that is bad for
local residents. For there is now the
opportunity for developers to bring

forward applications to develop
unallocated sites in the Green Belt,
claiming that this is essential to meet
objectively-assessed housing need.
This is the very opposite of good

town planning, and it can only be
hoped that some compromise may be
achievable.
CHARLES GEORGE

The creation of the Heritage Exhibition” 9 October 2019
Following the AGM and the
presentation of the Frank Marshall
Awards, Geraldine Tucker, who
played such a major role in devising
and preparing for this Summer’s
successful exhibition (as well as coauthoring the accompanying book,
Sevenoaks – A Remarkable Town), in her
talk explained what she described as
the “why?” and “how?” behind the
exhibition, and some of the
highlights.
Sharing credit with the many others
who had contributed to its success,
she explained the link between the
preparation of the Local List for
Sevenoaks Town (for which she had
been
the
principal
historical
consultant) and the exhibition, whilst
stressing three other aspects: first, the
way the exhibition had delved into
local farms, pubs, industries and
schools etc; second, how it had
included coverage of the importance
of encouraging excellence and
innovation in the design of new
developments; and third, how it had
deliberately been a community
exhibition, held in the Kaleidoscope
Gallery within the Sevenoaks Library
complex, and with the involvement of
local schools (both private and public)
and also of residents of Rockdale.

Apart from the 14 guided tours she
had herself provided, she praised the
involvement of all those Society
members who had been on duty
during the course of the exhibition,
answering questions and encouraging
children to contribute artwork on a
side-table.
There had been over 1500 attenders,
and there were some 300 separate
comments in the attendance book,
some calling for a repeat of the
exhibition, which she hoped would
follow before too long.
Geraldine’s slides reminded us of
buildings such as the Reeves House, a
late medieval hall house with an early
c.16th chimney piece; the old
Methodist chapel in Bank Street;
Eustace and Partners’ dentist practice
in the Dartford Road, designed for
Churchill’s
dentist
and
where
Churchill’s gold fitted dentures were
designed; and the huge social
contribution of the Jackson family,
including Emily Jackson House and
the 24 working class dwellings in
Lime Tree Walk.
All this in no more than 25 minutes –
a treat for all.
CHARLES GEORGE
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Talk by Nathalie Cohen on 11th September 2019
This was the third occasion upon
which Nathalie Cohen, a National
Trust archaeologist involved in the
restoration of Knole House, had
spoken to us. This time she
concentrated on the research and
recording involved in the restoration
thus enabling a greater understanding
of the development of the House as a
medieval palace of the Archbishops of
Canterbury.
She reminded us that the restoration
project had begun in 2011 and was
finally completed earlier this year
when more parts of the house were
opened to the public than had
previously been accessible. The first
two years had involved the removing
three of the four acres of roofing
followed from 2013 by wider areas
being conserved, restored and repaired
to improve the lighting and heating,
the conversion of the old barn into a
conservation studio and the creation of
a new visitor centre, cafe and shop.
One of the significant renovations had
been of the Gatehouse Tower which
now shows how it was when occupied
in the early years of the 20th century by
Eddie Sackville-West, who became the
5th Baron Sackville. Visitors can now
also climb to the top of the tower and
obtain a bird’s eye view over the House
and some of the surrounding parkland.
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She also spoke in some detail about the
refurbishment of the Spangled
Bedroom, showing pictures of how it
l o o k e d be f o r e a n d a f t e r t h e
renovations. The bed and cushion
cover had been in need of much
conservation, the ceiling had been
rehung, and a number of pictures

rehung. The result, protected by a floor
-to-ceiling glass panel, shows the room
as it was in its heyday.
Other parts of the House which had
been restored or conserved included:the Ballroom where eighty to ninety
percent of the panelling had been
removed for restoration, the Venetian
Dressing Room where removal of the
panelling had revealed that two
fireplaces were missing and this had
been left to show what had happened,
and the Cartoon Gallery where
removal of the panelling had revealed
various markings all of which had been
recorded before the panelling had been
replaced. The Retainers Gallery in the
attics, now open to the public, had
revealed graffiti on the walls, marks on
the glass in the windows and a weather
record over a period of one hundred
years.
Much of the archaeological work had
been carried out by a team of eighty
volunteers who had been specially
trained. It was decided that everything
found would be recorded and kept;
those items not on view to the public
are now stored in the attic area. Many
items were found beneath floorboards
and staircases, behind panelling and
above ceilings. Items discovered
included hundreds of silver spangles
from the bed hangings in the Spangled
Bedroom many of which had been
reattached to the bed hangings, nails,
mummified rats, newspapers, the lid
from a cold cream pot, several smoking
pipes dating from about 1640, cigarette
papers and packets, a note from a
plumber working in the House in 1931,
a Perrier bottle with a message inside

from Syd Doggett who was working
on the heating in 1906 (found in Lady
Betty’s bedroom). The renovation
works had revealed Ritual Protection
Marks on some walls (made to protect
the person making them from harm),
marks believed to have been made by
Thomas Bourchier on the surrounds
of the door in the Reynolds Room and
a corbel in the north wing showing an
heraldic shield from his time as
owner.
The repairs to the roof had been
carried out on a “top down” basis. As
a result of a 3D survey carried out by
the Museum of London Archaeology
department it had been possible to
draw plans showing what some of the
roof would have looked like and
reveals works carried out in the 15th
and 16th centuries. Evidence of a fire
had been discovered as had a number
of blocked-up windows. That survey
shows that there is much still to be
learned about the history and
development of the House.
Nathalie spoke about the history of
the House as an archbishops’ palace
from the time of Bourchier in 1450 to
Cromwell in 1540. She said that
Bourchier would have known the bell

tower in Green Court. She spoke of
the attraction of Knole to Henry VIII
who expressed interest in occupying it
as his residence, with his staff housed
at Otford Palace. Knole was appealing
to him and others because of its one
thousand acre park and the hunting
that it offered.
Nathalie concluded her talk by giving
a brief summary of the restorations
currently being carried out at
Canterbury Cathedral where she is
also working as one of the
archaeologists. She showed pictures
of medieval tiles which had been
found and the fan vaulting in the roof,
with most of the works originating
from the 15th century. Excavations of
the old Archbishop’s Palace are
underway and reveal the close
proximity of the Palace to the
Cathedral. It is a £25 million project
involving restoration of the 16 th
century Christchurch Gate (now
completed) and repairs to the knave
roof and the Cathedral’s masonry.
Those present were much impressed
and fascinated by what Nathalie had
had to say and it is hoped the she will
return at a future date.
DAVID GREEN
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The Overlooked Triumph, Victory in the Great War
We were very grateful when Ian
Walker, formerly Head of History at
Sevenoaks School, stepped in at very
short notice to replace Matt Ball, who
was unable to give his talk for family
reasons. We hope to hear him in
September 2020.
Ian began by reminding us that the
last few months of the Great War,
from August to November 1918, have
not always received proper attention
from historians. The War is felt to be
over once the German advance had
been halted in the summer. Up to
1917, the British had been regarded as
the Junio partners to the French and
the structures and resources needed
for the mammoth task ahead had not
been developed. To the Kaiser, the
British were a “contemptible little
army”, and more generally it was
regarded as an imperial colonial task
force. By 1918, the ‘old sweats’ of that
force were burned out or dead.
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Harking back to the hundred days of
Napoleon’s last campaign, which
ended at Waterloo, Ian stressed the
difference between a situation in
which one man, Wellington, on one
horse, in one battle, made all the
difference. In the hundred days before
the end of the Great War, it was an
ugly day and night struggle, with
many casualties, the worst from shell
fire, of which Ian gave some rather
ghastly examples, rather than bullets
or bayonets. But the German army
was degraded by then and as the
British advanced, some 20,000
Germans surrendered, some of them
near to starvation. By this time Field
Marshall Haigh could trust his

commanders, the young leadership
was reliable, the co-ordination of air
force, navy, infantry and artillery was
better and there was a huge
improvement in logistics and supply,
of food and medicines. Sixty-six
million pairs of boots were provided,
ten million entrenching spades. All of
this made this phase a people’s war,
and morale remained high. There was
a difference too in the levelling of
backgrounds. Ian recalled a German
POW who commented that the British
officers were just as covered with mud
and filth as their men. They were less
authoritarian and did not shout,
whereas in the German army there
was a discipline of fear. 40% of the
British officers had risen through the
ranks, some to the rank of General.
Camaraderie prevailed over class,
education, and wealth to produce a
fine professional force, and despite the
losses, may from under-privileged
backgrounds were transformed into
confident men.
An American in England commented
that the British don’t weep, their
voices don’t falter in face of adversity
and they are utterly unwarlike.
Ian provided a map of the progress of
the British forces from Amiens and
Ypres to Mons between the 5th of
August and the8th of November, and
overall gave us a tremendous and
heartening account of the closing
phases of the First World War.

TIM PEARCE
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The Mysterious Tale of the Missing Lantern-Holder
an Unfinished Detective Story. Was it stolen, given away or simply misplaced?
Research conducted for
the Society’s Heritage
Exhbition has uncovered
many fascinating stories
and
images
of
Sevenoaks’ past.

The object above was rediscovered
during a visit to Oak End, one of the
historic buildings
featured in the
exhibition. The present owner had come
across it in the attic just days before
without realising what it was. From a
drawing I was able to identify it as as a
wrought-iron lantern-holder that used to
hang outside numbers 6 & 7 in Dorset
Street.
The lantern-holder depicts tobacco pipes
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and leaves, indicating that the building
was a tobacconist’s shop – perhaps one of
the first in Sevenoaks. A plaque on the
wall has the date 1605, the likely age of
this and the nearby buildings, as well as
an effigy of the face of James 1st,
probably put there in the 19thC.
Florence Searle, born in 1859, in her
reminiscences published in the Kent

Messenger, remembers the ancient
building as a school which she attended
at the age of six, kept by Miss Olive
Hooper and her mother for the benefit of
children of the town’s tradesmen. She
describes the signs outside, including the
lantern-holder with its leaves of the
tobacco plant and crossed pipes (one now
facing the wrong way as the result of
some repair). Florence was given a
different - and less likely - explanation for
its origin: that it was erected to
commemorate the construction of the
building in the year (1586) when Walter
Raleigh introduced tobacco to England.
Around 1888 Fred Pearce moved his fish
and poultry shop to 6 & 7 Dorset Street.
Fred was the great-grandfather of Tim
Pearce, our Society’s Secretary. At some
point the sign disappeared, possibly
when the shop moved to 94 High Street
after 1893. Tim’s father tried to locate it
and get it returned, but failed. According
to Florence Searle it had “passed into the
possession of Mr W Wheatley Knocker” and we know that an A C Knocker, who
in 1904 was made a partner of Knocker
and Foskett, solicitors, bought Oak End
in 1923. So it would appear that through
the Knocker family it found its way to
Oak End and with the house has passed
to succeeding owners to the present day.
The Sevenoaks Society 1964 film “Look,
Love and Preserve” clearly shows the
holder complete with lantern hanging
above the former High Street entrance to
Oak End. Presumably it was removed at
some point after that and consigned to
the attic.
KEITH WADE

Oak End
Even
longtime residents
of the town
may at first
struggle
to
identify
this
distinguished
building, lying at the southern end of the
Upper High Street. It seems that Oak
End’s beginnings were quite humble:
originally two 18thC timbered buildings,
described as “two messuages or tenements”
when in 1843 they were bought from
William Lambarde by a Captain Nepean.
Together with the Royal Oak hotel and
the smithy next door (later the Royal Oak
Tap) they were part of the large
Sevenoaks Park Estate and were probably
workers’ cottages. Before selling them in
1853, Nepean converted the cottages into
one property, demolishing part, adding a
large stone-built extension to the rear and
remodelling the front in the stucco-Gothic
manner.
According to Jane Edwards
(1868), this “quaint-looking” house
initially faced west. As she recounts, an
old lady named Mrs Blancho lived there
before it was converted: she was infirm
and could not use the stairs - so she had a
square cut out of her bedroom floor and a
"sort of chair" made for her to sit on, with
pulleys to draw her up and down.
The view of
the
stone
extension from
the
garden
provides
a
s t a r k
comparison
with the front.
Similarly the elegant Georgian-style
interior at the rear contrasts with the front
rooms with their exposed timbers and

ancient fireplace. The ornamental castiron railings on the High Street are 19thC.
Further modifications were made in the
20thC – a “restoration” to the design of
Arts and Crafts architects, giving it its
present appearance. The stucco was
removed to reveal the brickwork (together
with various “frills” and “aberrations”).
In the West Kent volume of the Pevsner
series, John Newman notes that “Cosmetic
work by Baillie Scott and Beresford c1930
made it properly unassertive”. It once more
became (as now) two properties by
closing off the servants’ quarters. In the
drive beside Little Oak End can still be
seen the cover of a large turntable used for
coaches.
The rare sepia photograph above,
discovered in the archives of Sevenoaks
Library, reveals the building before that
restoration. Since the Park Grange lodge
built c1869 is not shown it may be that the
photograph was taken shortly after the
mid-19th changes.
The building
as it appears
now, with its
dark brown
brick frontage
and tile-hung
projecting
porch. (Photograph courtesy JacksonStops, Sevenoaks)
Both buildings are featured in the
exhibition and the accompanying book.
See elsewhere in the magazine for details.
Our thanks are due to the owners of Oak
End and Little Oak End for the
information provided and showing us
round their properties.

KEITH WADE
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Sevenoaks Society Calendar 2020
WED JANUARY 29TH
7.30 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
Wreford Room, Kippington Centre.

SATURDAY JUNE 27TH
Sevenoaks Charities Fayre
Armed Forces Day Vine Gardens

WED FEBRUARY 12TH
8.00 p.m. Talk by Jonathan Fenner
“Ash and New Ash Green. “
St Luke’s Church Hall.

WED JULY 15TH
7.30 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
Wreford Room, Kippington Centre

22ND

SAT FEBRUARY
10.00 a.m. – 12.00 noon
Residents Associations meeting
Bat & Ball Station Booking Hall
WED MARCH 18TH
7.30 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
Wreford Room, Kippington Centre
WED MARCH 25TH
8.00 p.m. Talk by Dr Sian Watt
"Knole, Van Dyck & Sofanisba Anguissola".
St Luke’s Church Hall
WED APRIL 29TH
8.00 p.m. Talk by Paul Britton
The Architecture of Tonbridge
St Luke’s Church Hall
WED MAY 20TH
7.30 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
Approval of Accounts
Wreford Room, Kippington Centre

WED SEPTEMBER 9TH
7.30 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
Wreford Room, Kippington Centre
WED SEPTEMBER 16TH
Visit to Legal London - meeting at the Middle Temple 11am (numbers limited to 30);
further details will follow in the Summer
magazine
WED SEPTEMBER 23RD
8.00 p.m. Talk by Matt Ball
(Postponed from November 2019)

WED OCTOBER 7TH
7.15 p.m. Annual General Meeting
St Luke’s Church Hall.
WED NOVEMBER 11TH
Talk tba
WED NOVEMBER 25TH
7.30 p.m. Executive Committee meeting
Wreford Room, Kippington Centre.

SATURDAY JUNE 20TH
Sevenoaks Summer Festival opens

Sevenoaks Historical Society Calendar 2019/20
8 pm at St Nicholas’ Church
THURSDAY 28 NOVEMBER
Prof. David Bates:
“William the Conqueror in perspective”
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THURSDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2020
Derek Medhurst:
“Early photographers in Sevenoaks”
THURSDAY 26 MARCH: Speaker TBA

THURSDAY 23 APRIL
Prof. David Killingray:
“Chance encounters: a Kent Methodist Farmer,
Cape Malay pilgrims, and an imperial queen,
1891”.

THURSDAY 26TH MAY
Speaker TBA

